Aeon Rocket

DESIGNED BY MORTEN VOSS

The metal upper shade ensures that the lamp casts plenty of light downwards.
The polypropylene, in turn, has unique luminous qualities, with the material
beautifully illuminated, while still diffusing the light. Suspending the lamp from
on high allows you to take advantage of the matching bulb shield to prevent
the light source from being visible.
Aeon Rocket is available in two sizes, Ø400 and Ø600 mm. It comes in two
colours: Aeon-Black is dark grey, whereas Aeon-Grey is light grey. This striking
pendant is perfectly suited to restaurants, hotels and shops, whilst also looking
great suspended above the dining table in your own home.
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Aeon Rocket is the result of Morten Voss’ vision of combining metal and
polypropylene in a single design. This imaginative lamp is the first pendant
in history to take full advantage of the luminous qualities of these materials
simultaneously in the same pendant. The pendant strikes a fine balance
between a simple metal upper shade and a gauzy lower shade. However, the
impression of lightness is created by hours and hours of meticulous manual
work. 8 light bands made of recyclable polypropylene are carefully woven
together into 100 and 98 round openings respectively, allowing the light to
stream through unhindered.

FACTS
COLOURS
Aeon-Black or Aeon-Grey semi matt lacquer.

MATERIAL
Drawn steel/aluminium, polypropylene, polycarbonate.

LIGHT SOURCE

P1

P1: E27 max 77W
P2: E27 max 150W

P3

332 mm
236 mm

ø400 mm

ø600 mm

AEON ROCKET
MODEL

PRODUCT NO.

DESCRIPTION

LIGHT SOURCE

AEON ROCKET P1 Pendant

14185212

Ø400 mm, Aeon-Grey semi matt lacquer

E27 max 77W

AEON ROCKET P1 Pendant

14185008

Ø400 mm, Aeon-Black semi matt lacquer

E27 max 77W

AEON ROCKET P3 Pendant

14185912

Ø600 mm, Aeon-Grey semi matt lacquer

E27 max 150W

AEON ROCKET P3 Pendant

14185508

Ø600 mm, Aeon-Black semi matt lacquer

E27 max 150W

